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Abstract 

Ultrasound thermography or sonic thermography is being used for defect-selective 
imaging where the background of intact structures is suppressed. This concept is helpful 
in terms of reliability and speed of inspection. However, as compared to optical excitation 
the method implies high power ultrasound injection, which is a considerable load on the 
inspected structure. Hence one needs to consider which technique provides which 
information at which load. Our paper discusses these topics on the base of various 
examples. 
1. Introduction 

Ultrasound or sonic thermography can be used as a rapid and reliable non-destructive 
technique. Several excitation and evaluation techniques are compared in this paper. 

Ultrasound Lockin Thermography (ULT), which was developed a few years ago [1], 
Ultrasound pulse thermography, and Ultrasound burst phase thermography (UBP) are 
compared. 

All three techniques provide defect selective imaging using thermal waves generated 
by elastic waves. The mechanism involved is local friction or hysteresis, which turns a 
variably loaded defect into a heat source, which is identified by thermography even in the 
presence of complicated intact features [2]. In comparison to the sinusoidal excitation of 
the ULT method, UBP uses only short ultrasound bursts to derive phase angle images [3]. 
Therefore UBP combines the advantages of both lockin and pulse thermography. It allows 
for faster measurements with a better reproducibility while the advantages of phase 
images are the same: depth resolved recognition of defects, suppression of 
inhomogeneous emissivity and temperature gradients. 
2. Excitation methods 

2.1 External excitation: Optical Lockin Thermography (OLT) 

OLT is derived from thermal wave techniques with detection at only one spot [4, 5, 6, 
7], which where used very early to detect thermal boundaries in materials. 

A low frequency thermal wave is generated on the whole surface of the inspected 
component and monitored everywhere several times per modulation cycle in order to 
obtain an image of amplitude and phase of temperature modulation [4, 8, 9] (Figure 1). 
The inspection time is given by a few modulation cycles. As one can image large 
structures (up to some square meters) within a few minutes [10], one has a powerful 
method for fast inspection of safety relevant structures with a depth range of several 
millimeters in CFRP.  

Once the advantage of signal phase had been discovered, phase angle imaging 
became a reliable tool for imaging of hidden structures due to the enhanced depth range 
and its independence on optical [11] or infrared surface patterns. 

However, OLT [12,13] provides a map of all thermal structures, and one needs to 
search deviations from these known structures in order to identify defects. 
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2.2 Internal excitation: Ultrasound Lockin Thermography (ULT) 

Further investigations were performed in order to obtain a method where defects can 
be revealed like in a dark field method. Mechanical properties of samples with a defect 
can vary: The resonance frequency may be shifted, the stiffness can change, and the 
mechanical loss angle is increased locally. This effect is used for ULT. The local 
weakness, which results in a locally enhanced damping, is used to convert elastic waves 
into heat [14, 15] (Figure 2). These elastic waves are injected using a high power 
ultrasound converter. The amplitude of the high frequency output signal is modulated at 
the low lockin frequency. The lockin thermography system is tuned to this frequency and 
provides amplitude and phase information. 
2.3 Internal excitation: Ultrasound Burst Phase Thermography (UBP) 

Another method, which allows for significant reduction of inspection time, is the use of 
sonic pulses to excite the sample [15,16] (Figure 3). The spectral components of the 
cooling down period after burst excitation provides information like the lockin method but 
much faster [17]. This evaluation technique using Wavelet or Fourier transform is being 
used for optical pulse excitation as well [18, 19]. The signal to noise ratio of the phase and 
amplitude images is much better than for single temperature images [3]. The following 
example confirms that high frequencies probe only near-surface regions while low 
frequencies with their larger depth range provide information about defects deeper inside 
the component. 

 

  
Fig. 1. Principle of lockin thermography with optical excitation (OLT). 

 

  
 

Fig. 2. Principle of lockin thermography with ultrasonic excitation (ULT). 

 

  
Fig. 3. Principle of ultrasound burst thermography (UBP). 
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2.4 Experimental arrangement 

A CEDIP Jade II infrared focal plane array camera was used to capture temperature 
sequences with a frame rate up to 130 Hz. The 320 x 240 detector array is sensitive in the 
3-5 µm regime. The experimental configuration for OLT uses an arbitrary signal generator, 
which can be controlled in real time providing the input signal for the light source. This 
signal is synchronized to the recording process of thermal images. Up to 12 lamps each 
one with an electrical input power of 1 kW can be used allowing for an inspection area of 
several m². 

The configuration for ULT or UBT includes an ultrasound transducer with a resonance 
frequency of 20 kHz or 40 kHz respectively. The bandwidth is limited by 10 kHz. The 
electrical input power is as high as 2 kW. 
3. Comparison of methods and applications 

3.1 Damage detection with OLT, ULT and UBP on the example of damaged 
stringer structures 

Stringers are useful to enhance the stiffness of skins along certain directions. 
Consequently, disbond of stringers caused by overloading results in a loss of structural 
stiffness. Therefore one is highly interested to detect such defects early enough to prevent 
failure. Ruptures of stringers in aerospace components are a serious problem because 
this kind of damage is almost invisible from the outer surface of an aircraft for most non-
destructive testing methods, since stringers are hidden behind a panel. The access from 
inside the aircraft is difficult and time consuming. 

 

 

a) CFRP stringer structure. Thickness  
 of skin: 6 mm. Laminated stringer 
 (thickness 5 mm, height 48 mm). 
 Ruptures are marked white. 
 

   
b) Optical Lockin 
 Thermography 
 Phase image at 
 0.01 Hz, 200 s 
 acquisition time 

c) Ultrasound Lockin 
 Amplitude image 
 at 0.01 Hz, 400 W, 
 and 100 s 
 acquisition time 

d) Ultrasound 
 Lockin Phase 
 image at 0.01 Hz, 
 400 W, and 100 s 
 acquisition time 

e) Ultrasound Burst 
 Phase image at 
 0.0485 Hz, burst 
 length 5s, 400 W 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of different phase images of ruptures in an aerospace component 

The CFRP structure to be inspected had ruptures in its stringers as shown 
schematically in Figure 4a. A CFRP skin with a thickness of more than 6 mm covered the 
damage. While stringer delaminations can be detected with Optical Lockin Thermography 
[10], the depth range of optically generated thermal waves is not sufficient to reveal 
hidden stringer ruptures (Figure 4b). Ultrasound Lockin Thermography (Figure 4c and 4d) 
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and Ultrasound Burst Phase image (Figure 4e) can reveal the rupture in the left stringer 
clearly. The signal to noise ratio, however, is much better for the ULT technique compared 
to UBP. The damage in the right stringer is too far from the surface (30 mm), therefore it 
remains undetected even with sonic excitation. 

 

  
a) Temperature image one 
 second after sound 
 injection. 

b) UBP: amplitude image at 
 0.24 Hz 

c) UBP: phase image at  
 0.24 Hz 

 

Fig. 5. UBP: amplitude and phase image of seven impacts in CFRP (d = 2 mm) 
 

3.2 Damage detection using small piezo-ceramic actuators 

From previous investigations it is known that soft materials could be damaged by 
injecting elastic waves with high energy [20]. An alternative approach is the use of many 
small distributed piezo-ceramic actuators to generate an elastic wave field in the inspected 
component. This results in a reduction of mechanical and thermal load. Here we examined 
a thin carbon fiber plate with seven impact damages. Three piezo-ceramic actuators were 
bonded to the sample to generate a wave field at a frequency of 8 kHz with 200 W during 
1 second. Some milliseconds after the excitation burst, the best thermal contrast for defect 
detection is achieved (Figure 5a). However, there is only a small change in temperature at 
the damaged regions of the sample. The amplitude image calculated with a Fourier 
transform at 0.24 Hz is an improvement in terms of signal to noise ratio (Figure 5b). The 
defects are displayed with better contrast, but friction between sample and actuators still 
causes thermal fringes around the actuators. This effect is much reduced in the phase 
image derived from the same sequence (Figure 5c), where inhomogeneity of temperature 
variations are eliminated. 
3.3 Suppression of standing waves using frequency modulation 

Ultrasound thermography measurements are often disturbed by standing waves which 
occur when the frequency of the sound excitation is a resonance frequency of the sample. 
Due to hysteretic losses, these standing elastic waves can appear as temperature 
patterns causing misinterpretations: In the worst case the defect could be hidden in a 
node (“blind spot”) while the standing wave maximum might appear as a defect. This can 
be avoided by using two or more ultrasound converters with several frequencies 
simultaneously or, even better, by frequency modulation of a sinusoidal signal. In these 
cases the standing wave pattern is superimposed by a field of propagating waves giving 
sensitivity also where only nodes existed before. 

As an example, a CFRP plate was excited with a frequency of 20 kHz. The 
temperature image is given in Figure 6, left. The signal to noise ratio is rather poor. The 
situation improves by using phase evaluation on the same measurement. However, a 
standing wave pattern occurs, which can be eliminated by modulation the excitation 
frequency between 17 kHz and 23 kHz at a wobble frequency of 25 Hz. As a result of non-
resonant coupling, the input power had to be increased by a factor of two in order to 
achieve the same elastic power density inside the sample. However, the standing waves 
are reduced significantly. 
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4. Conclusion 

ULT, UBP and sonic pulse thermography were compared. The advantage of 
frequency modulation was demonstrated. One can conclude that ULT provides good 
results even if the inspected component is very large and thick. A drawback is the 
relatively high thermal and mechanical load since the inspection may take more than a 
minute. To avoid this, the use of short bursts should be considered (UBP) where the 
inspection time is reduced. As a drawback back, the signal to noise ratio is reduced as 
compared to the lockin technique. Both methods are to be preferred to the sonic pulse 
(timegram) method with its low S/N ratio.  

 

     
Fig. 6. left: temperature image, burst length 500 ms, 1 kW, 0,52 seconds after 
burst Middle: monofrequent excitation fR = 20 kHz phase at 0.06 Hz burst 
length 500 ms, 1 kW Right: frequency modulated excitation fmod=25 Hz 
fR=17…23 kHz phase at 0.06 Hz burst length 500 ms, 2.2 kW 

 
Further reduction of thermal and mechanical load is possible if arrays of small piezo-

ceramic actuators are used. However, this way of energy deposition allows for damage 
detection only in near-surface layers (CFRP: up to two or three mm). 
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